Cars
Ring road Amsterdam (A10)
Exit ‘Watergraafsmeer/s113’
Follow signs ‘Science Park’
On Middenweg at Kruislaan turn right
Follow road through train tunnel

Trucks/busses higher than 3.35 m
Ring road Amsterdam (A10)
Exit ‘Zeeburg /s114’
Follow Zuiderzeeweg, Flevoweg, Insulindeweg,
Molukkenstraat, Mac Gillavrylaan

Public transport
Train
From Amsterdam CS to station Amsterdam Science Park (8 min.) or
From Amsterdam Muiderpoort to station Amsterdam Science Park or bus 40 or
From Amsterdam Amstel bus 40 or 240

Subway
Amsterdam Amstel, bus 40 or 240

Bus
40 from stations Amsterdam Muiderpoort and Amsterdam Amstel
Spitsbus 240 only from Amsterdam Amstel

Tram
From Amsterdam CS tram 9 direction Diemen
Change at stop Kruislaan to bus 40